Jeff and Peg Shrum’s Prayer Letter May 2016
Dear Friends and Family,
We are making preparations to dedicate the Takwane Bible in Mozambique on July 1st. Jeff and I will go over on
June 4th to get everything ready and give out the invitations personally. Maggie Jo will come over later to be part
of the celebration. We know you share in our joy as we anticipate putting the Scriptures in the hands of the
people for the first time. Please pray that the ceremony would honor our all-powerful God and draw many to
him. And continue to pray that God’s Word would touch lives in the months and years ahead.
While we are there we will be moving the Bibles from their present storage place out into the bush where we
have arranged several places to act as repositories. In this way the Bibles will be close to where the people are.
Please pray that we can hire good truck drivers and trucks. Also pray that the loading and unloading processes
go forward without loss of product. Pray that those who agreed to prepare places for the Bibles will have done
so. Pray for our safety as we will have to carry a lot of cash and everyone will know that we have it.
There is now a Takwane App for android devices available in the Google Play Store. The app shows the Takwane
Scripture text and synchs the rolling text to the audio version. The sentence that is being spoken is highlighted
on the screen. Jeff is preparing SD cards with the app pre-loaded and also a Wi-Fi hotspot where people can
down-load the app for free. Pray for technological savvy for him as he figures this all out and as he is presented
with a bunch of different types of phones to load.
Maggie Jo has successfully completed her sophomore year at LeTourneau University. She is headed to the Holy
Land May 14-24 with one of her Bible professors and a bunch of her classmates. We are all so excited for her.
Please keep her in your prayers.
Thank you in advance for remembering these requests. I am so glad we have a Father who is pleased to hear us
asking for his help.
Serving together,
Jeff, Peg and Maggie Jo
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